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Terms and Conditions of “Hang Seng Travel+ Visa Signature Card – 
Trip.com Flight and Hotel Booking Offers”

1. Hang Seng Travel+ Visa Signature Card - Trip.com Hotel and Flight Booking Offers (the “Offers”) is valid from 1 May 2024 to 31 December 2024, 
both dates inclusive (“Promotion Period”). 

2. The Offers is only applicable to principal and supplementary Hang Seng Travel+ Visa Signature Card (“Eligible Credit Card”).  

3. Cardholders of Eligible Credit Card (“Eligible Cardholders”) are required to settle the payment by Eligible Credit Card to enjoy the Offers (as defined 
in clause 4 below). 

4. Cardholders are required to login as a member via designated URL of Trip.com (“Merchant”), and enter designated coupon code(s) (“Coupon 
Codes”) on the payment page/add the Coupon Codes to the member’s account during the Promotion Period. The Coupon Codes are applicable to 
prepaid hotel rooms and flights, but not applicable to bundle products such as flight + hotel, attraction ticket +hotel etc.

Coupon Codes Offers Designated URL

TRIPHOTEL5OFF 5% off on hotel room booking
https://hk.trip.com/hotels/?locale=en-HK&curr=HKD&allianceid=4311581
&sid=51421371

TRIPFLIGHTOFF 1.5% off on flight booking
https://hk.trip.com/flights/?locale=en-HK&curr=HKD&allianceid=4311581
&sid=51421371

5. The Coupon Codes are applicable to the Merchant’s mobile app, PC website and mobile website.

6. Coupon Codes will be on a first-come-first-served basis and subject to availability.

7. Coupon Codes can be used once per order.

8. The Offers is non-transferable, non-cumulative, cannot be exchanged for cash or other products and cannot be used in conjunction with any other 
discount, promotions, discounted items and fixed price items (unless specified).

9. Cancellation policies varies among different room types/flight tickets. Please read carefully the cancellation policies for the specific room  
type/flight tickets before proceeding with the booking.

10. The product, service and information related to this Offer are provided by the Merchant who is solely responsible for all related obligations and 
liabilities. 

11. The Offer is governed by these Terms and Conditions and other applicable terms and conditions stipulated by the Merchant. Hang Seng Bank 
Limited (“Hang Seng”) and the Merchant reserve the right to suspend, revise or terminate the above Offer and to amend the terms and conditions 
thereof at any time without prior notice. In case of any disputes, the decision of Hang Seng and the Merchant shall be final.

12. No person other than the Customer and Hang Seng (which includes its successors and assigns) will have any right under the Contracts (Rights of 
Third Parties) Ordinance to enforce or enjoy the benefit of any of the provision of these Terms and Conditions.

13. These Terms and Conditions are governed by and will be construed in accordance with the laws of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

14. These Terms and Conditions are subject to prevailing regulatory requirements.

15. The English version of these terms and conditions shall prevail whenever there is a discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions.


